Prepaid rate plan exclusively for people in
need of protection coming from Ukraine
No Deutsche Telekom SIM card as yet?
The prepaid SIM card is available for a one-off purchase price of € 9.95* including
€ 10 start-up credit. The second 4-week period is on us. Only from the third billing
period onward does your prepaid card have to be topped up if you want to continue using it.

MagentaMobil Prepaid Ukraine
4 weeks free
of charge*

Rate plan details
Price/4 weeks

Already got a Deutsche Telekom SIM card?
Switch to the MagentaMobil Prepaid Ukraine rate plan – your current phone number will of course remain the same. The first 4 weeks will be free of charge*, and
only after that will your prepaid credit need to be topped up.

Requirements for using the rate plan
Registration
Official registration in Germany
ID document
Ukrainian passport/ID card
Verification
Proof of residence in Ukraine in the last year

€ 9,95*

High-speed volume

10 GB

Once

100 GB

for the first 4 weeks

Telephony

300 free minutes for calls from Germany
to the EU and to Ukraine,
Allnet Flat (min. + SMS) within Germany

Start-up credit

(only for new customers)

One-off card purchase price
(only for new customers)

Any questions?
We will be happy to advise you in the next Telekom Shop!

€ 10*
€ 9,95

Prepaid in Telekom’s best network –
4 weeks are free of charge*
Top up your credit

Check your credit

Just top up your credit and your prepaid card will be ready for use again.
You can choose top-up amounts of € 15, € 30, € 50, or € 100.

Check your credit free of charge whenever you want.

Top up online
Go to telekom.de/aufladen and choose the “Sofort-Aufladung”
(Top up now) option
With top-up codes or cards
These can be purchased at news-stands, petrol stations, lottery
stores, post offices, in grocery stores, in drugstores, and in many
more places. If you purchased a top-up coupon, the top-up code
will be clearly printed on it. If you purchased a top-up card, you
need to scratch the code field to reveal it. To top up your credit,
enter 101 top-up code

Using short/SMS code
Just enter the key combination 100
. Your current account balance
will be sent to you free of charge via SMS.
You can also check your 300 minutes allowance for calls to Ukraine via
SMS by using the key combination
100 5

For everything you need to know about topping up, please see:
telekom.de/aufladen

* MagentaMobil Prepaid Ukraine: One-off card purchase: € 9.95. € 10 start-up credit at activation. Activation is subject to an identity check by presenting an ID document and providing proof of a permanent place of residence in Ukraine. MagentaMobil Prepaid Ukraine costs € 9.95 for 4 weeks. The first billing
cycle is free of charge. The rate plan includes Allnet Flat, telephony, and SMS Flat in all German networks (incl. fixed network) – it can also be used in other EU countries and the UK at no additional cost. Includes 300 free minutes for calls from Germany to fixed and mobile networks in the EU and Ukraine. After these
have been used up: € 0.22/minute. SMS from Germany to Ukraine: € 0.07/SMS. 10 GB high-speed volume with LTE Max/5G for domestic data traffic. One-time 100 GB high-speed volume that can be used in the first 28 days. A 5G-enabled smartphone is required for additional use of the 5G network. 5G is already
available in many places. To find out where exactly this is the case, go to: telekom.de/netzausbau. Inclusive 10 GB data volume and one-time 10 GB for temporary travel in other EU countries, the UK, and Switzerland. The HotSpot Flat included in the rate plan applies to domestic Hotspots of Telekom Deutschland
GmbH. If the direct debit for the basic price of € 9.95/4 weeks is rejected at the time of debiting, the terms and conditions of this rate plan will cease to apply. As long as the direct debit continues to fail, the following charges apply: € 0.09/min. or € 0.09/SMS to all German networks, € 0.22/min. or € 0.07/SMS
from Germany to Ukraine and € 1.49 for 50 MB/24 hours of data usage. Daily debit attempts and, if sufficient credit balance, pro rata billing for the remainder of the 4-week period. The basic charge is billed on a customer-specific basis for 4 weeks.
An offer from Telekom Deutschland GmbH, Landgrabenweg 151, 53227 Bonn, Germany.

